
The Grandmaster is dead... and his blood is on your hands. 

But the Elixir of Life you came to steal isn’t anywhere to be found. 

You and your conspirators only have a short 

time to brew the elixir before the guards arrive, to decipher 

the mysterious tomes to find this liquid key to immortality. 

To begin:

Place the Element and Ritual decks in the center, surrounded by 

the four Books, and the  Air, Water, Earth and Fire Element cards.

Start a 30 (HARD), 40 (MED) or 50 (EASY) minute timer to begin.

To create new Elements, you need to perform the Rituals in the 

Books, lighting a candle and speaking the Element names. 

Draw the new Element from the deck, 

and blow your candle out to finish the Ritual. 

Good luck. Your time is running out.

SIGN UP FOR MORE INFO AND GAMES AT

HALFMONSTERGAMES.COM
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To create new Elements-
- Place necessary Ritual shape in centre
- Arrange the necessary Elements 

around the circumference, as below
- Light your candle, name the elements
- Find the new Element among the deck
- Blow the candle out
- Retrieve all Elements, including the 

new one, for use in other rituals

CAST COOLING

- Place Fire 

- Cooling 
appears 

in centre

To perform a ritual:
- Ritual shape in centre
- Arrange the necessary Elements 

around the circumference
- Light your candle, name the elements
- Find the new Element among the others
- Blow the candle out
- Retrieve all Elements, including the 

new, for use in other rituals

CAST 
ELECTRICITY - Light Candle

Place
- Ritual 

Circle
card

Electricity -
appears in 
centre

To perform a ritual:
- Ritual shape in centre
- Arrange the necessary Elements 

around the circumference
- Light your candle, name the elements
- Find the new Element among the others
- Blow the candle out
- Retrieve all Elements, including the 

new, for use in other rituals

CAST SALT

Place Water -

- Salt 
appears 

in centre

To perform a ritual:
- Ritual shape in centre
- Arrange the necessary Elements 

around the circumference
- Light your candle, name the elements
- Find the new Element among the others
- Blow the candle out
- Retrieve all Elements, including the 

new, for use in other rituals

CAST IRON

Place Earth -

- Iron 
appears in 

centre

Place
Ritual 
Circle -
card 

Place
Ritual 
Circle -
card

Place
Ritual 
Circle 
Card -

A E
B F
C G
D H
E I
F J
G K
H L
I M
J N
K O
L P

M Q
N R
O S
P T
Q U
R V
S W
T X
U Y
V Z
W A
X B
Y C
Z D

Al – from
Khmia – Land of the Black Earth
Elem – basic
Empir – experienced
Hyrid – combination
Kine – movement, moving
Malle – hammer
Morph – form; amorphous sulphur
Qaunt – amount 
Therm – heat; thermoalchemy

SILVER IMBUEMENT

On the third night of the waxing 
moon, place a pile of Earth onto a 
hill with a Cooling wind, in the full 
light of the moon. Ask for blessing, 

and return in the morning to find 
instead a pile of Silver

To any that may be reading my most 
private tomes, know this: you will not be 
able to get away with my murder. This 
is the only way you would ever lay your 
eyes on these pages. 
You’ll never decipher my work. It is 
blessed and bound and hidden within. I’ll 

see you in hell. 

Dear Thieves, 

THE FIRST LESSON

Metals are not merely unique 
substances that populate the 
world. In truth, they are the 
same thing in different stages 
of development or refinement, 
on their way to spiritual 
perfection.
Thus, everything is alchemical. 
We, indeed, are too. 

Vocabulary

- Light Candle

- Light Candle - Light Candle

Place Air -
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We must find the Elixir

To Bind Gold

Gods grant me knowledge of the Elixir

Please! 
The Elixer! 

My time is short

If I am 
slain, may this
secret die with me

Equal parts Platinum, silver, 
Sulphur, Lead, Tin. Smelt over 
Fire til the hue becomes golden

Manifest Phosphorous
- Grind Copper and Silver shavings 
into Sulfur, Zinc and Earth pile
- Dissolve mixture in Water and 
heat over Fire til white powder is 
all that remains  

“Demons carry 
‘way this 
offering, but 
leave your bone 
dust in return” 

RECITE:

Imbue Potassium
Gather Salt and apply Fire
liberally, til it melts and dissolves
into the Potassium powder

Summon Bismuth
Call upon the Ancestors to 
bring Bismuth, in exchange for 
Magnesium, Iron, Salt, and Air 

Summon Platinum
“Lovers’ Steel, Distillation of Jupiter, God’s 

Blood, come to and fill this vessel”

Solar Seals
Scribe upon papers and chisel into 

walls to grant protection, guidance, and 
power from the celestial entities

Alchemical Equipment
Acquire these, in masterwork quality, 
to alleviate failed alchemical processes

Alembic

Mortar and PestleCrucible

Retort

JUPITERNEPTUNE JUNO
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Elemental Alterations

Casting Imbuing

Comjuration Warding

All journeymen learn basic 
Elemental manipulations first. 
Light burns expected.

Then seek to direct this 
energy into substances, 

artefacts of power

Summons pull your desires 
from a place or from the 
elements themselves

Crafting wards and 
warding tools enable 

higher powers and ritual

Supernatural Manipulation

Summoning Binding

Manifestation Transmutation

Only the Masters are permitted
to reach forth into other realms
and command spirits to their will

First summon, then bind
the spirit or demon to 

your command

Through decades of study 
some may learn to harness 
the very miasma of creation

Transforming one element or 
elements into another – the 

ultimate form of alchemy

- Sulfur Ward Powder –
Seek protection from calamity Combine Antimony, 

Silver, Air and Salt, thrice recite 
“Spirits of the Damned accept my offering.” 

Sulfur shall appear from thin air. 

Mercury Manifestation
(Or poison quicksilver)

-Arsenic –Antimony 
– Zinc - Bismuth 
– Water – Cooling

- Fire

Copper Conjuration
- Aspect of Venus -

To Imbue Tin

To Imbue Zinc

Conjuration of Antimony
WMPZIV – EMV - WEPX

Conjure within triangular ritual – copied from Gideon’s Tome

Summon Arsenic
EMV

FMWQYXL
WEPX

GSSPMRK
XMR

This came to me in a dream… the recipe 
for a material that can be turned to gold 

- Magnesium Conjuration –
Apply Cooling to a measure of Water, 

then add TSXEWWMYQ

Learn how to see.
Realise that everything 
connects to everything 
else
- Leonardo da Vinci 

THE VEIL
The barriers between the worlds are 

weakest on the Equinox and on Samhain –
the passing of season from Autumn

into Winter. The brewing of
the elixir of life should be
done at midnight upon this

night. The eternal cycle of 
the seasons and the passage

of the moon will instil the brew
with their energy, and the power

of eternity

Earth
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Fire

W
ater

The Core Elements


